
  

 
CALLS FOR 
SERVICE 

105 REPORTS 
WRITTEN 

10 TRAFFIC STOPS 16 BAKER ACTS 1 

WATCH COMMANDER:    Cmdr. Welker DATE:   8/4/2019 

TYPE CASE# LOCATION SUMMARY 

Domestic 
Disturbance 

19-72456 Palm Coast 
Parkway NE 
(Mobil) 

Store clerk reported a black Hyundai was parked at the fuel pumps 
occupied by two argumentative females, S1 and V1. S1 exited the 
vehicle yelling at the victim to get out. S1 forcefully grabbed the 
victim’s throat until she exited the car. The victim yelled for 
someone to call the cops and left the store on foot, with S1 
following her in the vehicle. The vehicle then returned to the store 
with both S1 and the victim in it. They both exited the car and S1 
pushed the victim as they continued to argue. Both parties were 
uncooperative with law enforcement advising nothing happened, 
however it was determined that this was a domestic violence 
related incident. The victim had marks on her neck consistent with 
the clerk’s statement. S1 was placed under arrest for domestic 
battery and was transported to the Flagler County Inmate Facility 
without incident.   Report by Deputy Rosado. 

Domestic 
Disturbance 
– Follow Up 

19-72270 Willow Oak Way Additional investigation was conducted by dayshift after it was 
discovered that V1 was transported to Shands Hospital in 
Jacksonville.  Probable cause was developed to arrest S1 for 
aggravated battery and domestic battery by strangulation. 
Supplement Report made by Deputy Jenkins.  Case report and 
arrest completed by Deputy Fiveash 

Disturbance 
Domestic 

19-72462 I95 Mile Marker 
296 

V1 reported being struck several times and choked by her 
boyfriend, S1.  Additionally, when V1 attempted to call 911, S1 took 
her cellphone away from her.  V1 was finally able to get away from 
S1 after pulling over on I95.  V1 successfully waived down an off 
duty Deputy (SJCSO) who assisted her until FCSO Deputies arrived 
on scene.  Prior to FCSO Deputies arriving on scene, S1 fled the 
scene via his vehicle.  Units attempted to locate S1, but met with 
negative results.  Both V1 and S1 reside in Miami,Fl and it is 
believed that S1 is traveling back to Miami.  V1 was transported, by 
Rescue, to Advent Hospital where she was treated for non-life 
threatening and released.  Charges for DV Battery, DV 
Strangulation, and Tampering with a Victim/Witness have been 
passed onto dayshift in order to be walked through for a warrant.  
Report by Deputy Gossett. 
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